Serving as bearers of unique cultural symbols and codes on the one hand, and as instruments for archiving and generating of the cultural information and memory on the other, fairy-tales represent distinctive objects of non-material cultures belonging to indigenous peoples of the North. The evident Arctic vector in the modern cultorological studies and tendencies for cross-cultural interaction on the global scale determine addressing to fairy-tales as to objects of literary translation. In some cases fairy-tales function as translation hyper-units concerning which translators take decisions on translating. Cultural, lingual and semiotic features of Arctic indigenous peoples' афшкн-tales require the implementation of culture-oriented translation strategies used on the basis of complementary approach.
Introduction
As the most essential civilization product created within the whole humanity lifespan and representing an actual result of human activity, or a set of its permanent forms, the culture requires indispensable package, i.e. different means of structuring and preserving of the cultural information. Within large cultural space a special place is taken by cultural memory. The modern humane discourse defines this notion as the set of relevant cultural senses which go far beyond individual cultural experience; which are inherited across generations and reflect the most important and essential history common for particular people, nations or even for the biggest part of humanity (J. Assman, P. Nora, M. Halbwachs, C. Jung). The cultural memory is the central point of attention for many people from different backgrounds and considered to be engaged in contemporary researches.
Discussion
The most well-known and, thus, studied package for cultural information and memory are Lotman's definition) and cultural production, he regarded that the memory in its turn did not play the role of a passive archive for the culture, but framed an essential component for text producing mechanism [Lotman, 1992; Lotman, 1998 ]. Among the variety of culture-oriented and culturally relevant literary texts a special place is taken by fairy-tales (tales). In the context of the cultural information archiving, a fairy-tale can be generally defined as some kind of information "capsule" living in panchronistic and pantopoetic spaces within the modern world culture for a long period of time (since the inception of folk arts in the ancient times). Namely, the fairytale is one of the most crucial and traditional forms (information packages) of coding for the cultural information (including the memory) and constitutes one of the most sustainable transferring means for the culture. As a retelling, or as a kind of inter-lingual and inter-cultural translation of precedent myths, the latter shows close relationships with fairy-tales. Suggesting an inherent relationship between tales and myths as well as an absolute similarity in their material, devices and schemes, A.N. Veselovskii proposes in his theory that the myth is a reflexive form of cultural memory [Veselovskii, 1989] . Thus, as both unique cultural objects and folklore, tales perceive their original mythological and metaphorical nature in understanding of the world around, what inseparably ties them with the culture as a source and precedent mythological narrative. In this sense, one cannot but agree with a commonly known idea pioneered by C. Jung that it is mythological way of thinking unites people of the past with people of the present and future as well as it explains an unconscious human commitment to myths and tales [Jung, 1996] . [Kolesnik, 2014] . Such written fixation of tale texts was basically aimed at collecting unique ethnographic material for further researches. As so, it should then be mentioned, that the language used for first translations of tales was Russian, so that it gave an opportunity to gather particular experience in translation of the Arctic tales considered as unique cultural properties. tales of the Siberian Arctic region [Smirnova, 1992] .
Conclusion
Genre and information characteristics of Arctic tales necessitate a thorough search of appropriate translation approach and, particularly, translation strategies and methods focused on the cultural information in translation objects. The basic paradigm of culture-oriented strategies in literary translation formed by the strategies of foreignization and domestication [Venuti, 2006] , at the present time finds a tendency for expansion.
Thus, to the strategic dichotomy suggested by L. Venuti we can add the strategy of estranging [Razumovskaya, 2014b] . Having said so, we also note that similar to any literary translation for those translators who follow only one strategy a good result is rather a rare exception. More successful products can be obtained through translation based on the most important methodological principle, i.e. on complementary principle suggested by N. Bohr [Bohr, 1961] which means considering the object through mutually exclusive notions (i.e. strategies). Thus, despite the fact that any translation is carried out ad hoc, the future may well bring a flagship attitude towards tales of Arctic peoples as unique objects for (ethno)literary translation.
